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ABSTRACT

This study, conducted by a group of teachers,
examined various aspects of multigrade classrooms in Virginia through
a mail survey of the state's multivade teachers whose names and
addresses were available (87 responded). A 21-item Grade Combination
Teacher Experience and Perceptions Survey developed by the study
group was used to collect information. Some of the findings were: (1)
the "typical" survey respondent was a veteran teacher who had 2 or
more years experience teaching grade combination classes; (2) the
majority of teachers had taught grade combination classes in
consecutive years, and in most cases these classes had been assigned;
(3) grade combination classes occurred most frequehtly in small
schools; (4) average grade combination class size ranged from 16 to
25 stvdzots; (5) basic skills subjects most frequently required
doubie preparations; (6) most multigrade teachers arranged field
trips for their students; (7) the most frequently mentioned
instructional methods were integrating the curriculum and peer
tutoring; (8) lack of time was the most frequently cited difficulty;
(9) advantages were cited in peer tutoring, integrated curricula,
small grouping, enriched academic activities, better socialization,
and extra resource and support; (10) there was a diversity of opinion
about appropriate policies for grade comtination teaching; and (11)
some recommendations for effective instruction and clasgrom
management were to be positive, prepared, flexible, and consistent.
This document contains an extensive bibliography and an annotated
list of resources. Appendices include respondents' names, a memo, the
survey, and a map showing the distribution of multigrade classes in
Virginia. (KS)
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INTRODUCTION

AEI. seeks to provide professional development opportunities to educators by working with and through their associations.
Since 1985, one way that the Classroom
Instruction (CI) program has assisted associations is through the creation of study
groups to assist educators in conducting and
using research.
A study group is composed of educators
who are organized to conduct a study on an
educational issue and who produce a product that is useful to their colleagues. Associations and AEL jointly select topics for
study groups, although member selection is
completed by associations. AEL staff participate in meetings as members of the study
group and usually take a facilitative role. The
Virginia Education Association's (VEA)
Instruction and Professional Development
(IPD) director assists in facilitating group
meetings and aids in writing and reviewing
sections of each VEA-AEL study group

product. AEL provides a small grant to aid
the work of the study group, but the in-kind
contributions that the association and
individual members often make far exceed
AEL's grant.
The responsibility for dissemination lies
with both AEL and the association. Usually
AEL provides dissemination to the other
three states in its Region, while the association announces and disseminates the product in its own state. AEL often provides a
small grant to assist with the dissemination
of the product or to sponsor opportunities for
study group members to share the findings
of their study at state or regional conferences.

PIANNING ME STUDY
As declining enrollments face many
schools, both rural and urban, the decision
to close small schools and consolidate
student populations confronts parents,
administrators, and teachers. However, the
cost of consolidation and the extended
process of gaining community approval often
delay or prevent consolidation. The consolidation, as well as the recently established
class size mandates restricting enrollment in
the elementary grades in =Any states, frequently force the creation of grade combination or multigrade classes, A grade combination class is herein defined as a regular (not
special) education elementary class composed of students of two or mIre grade levels
that are assigned to one teacher.
In 1989, Virginia teachers with several
years of grade combination teaching experience discussed the inherent difficulties of
being accountable for the education of
students in two sets of curricula in five
major subjects and special subjects with the
VEA IPD director, Helen Rolfe. The grade

combination teachers also brought a related
new business item before the VEA Delegate
Assembly in April 1989. The item, which
was adopted, stated:
The VEA will recommend that all school
systems acknowledge that seir contained, grade combination classes meet
special needs requirements which
include aide support, reduced class size,
and flexible curriculum requirements.

2
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Further, the difficulties of multigrade
teaching were brought before the National
Education Association's 1990 Representative
Assembly as New Business Item #60. The
item, introduced by a VEA-AEL study group
member and adopted, stated:
The NEA shall research the Impact of elementary combination classrooms upon

student achievement and the possible
need for guidelines to cover the placement of ability groups and class size. A
status report on the research, development of guidelines, and the plan for
further action on this item shall be
reported to the 1991 Representative
Assembly.
Rolfe responded to the initial request for
assistance to grade combination teachers by
soliciting, through an article in the VEA's
Journal of Virginia Education December 1989
issue, the interest of other Virginia grade
combination teachers in the formation of a
study group to investigate the issue. The
VEA-AEL Grade Combination Study Group
held its first meeting February 20, 1990, in
Falls Church, Virginia. The six teachers in
the study group, with a combined total of 74
years of grade combination teaching experience, planned a publication that would
inform policymakers of the needs of grade
corn' ination or multigrade teachers and that
would suggest effective strategies to these
teachers.
The group determined that a survey of
Virginia grade combination teachers could
reveal: the extent of the practice; demographics of grade combination teaching
assignments (e.g. class size, most common
grade levels, number of lesson preparations,
etc.); advantages and difficulties of the
practice that teachers identify; teacher
recommendations for state, district, or
school policies that could alleviate problems:
and instructional strategies survey respondents have found effective in teaching multigrade or grack: combination classes.

CONDUCTING THE STUDY

At their initial meeting, study group
members, with the assistance of the VEA IPD
director and AEL staff, drafted the VEA-AEL
Grade Combination Teacher Locater Form
and the Grade Combination Teacher Experience and Perceptions Survey and cover
letters to accompany both (see Appendices B
and C). AEL staff reviewed the documents
for survey design, revised, typeset, and
provided camera-ready masters to the VEA
IPD director. VEA staff then copied the
Locater Form and cover letter and mailed
these with a stamped, self-addressed envelope to each VEA building representative
requesting return by March 28, 1990. As
names and addresses of grade combination
teachers were returned, VEA staff mailed
each a copy of the group's survey with a
cover letter requesting return by April 30,
1990. In addition, VEA staff mailed a reminder Grade Combination Teacher Lochter
Form to all building representatives, which
increased response rate.
Study group members, in their second
meeting May 17, 1990, reviewed the 87
completed surveys returned, discussed
analysis procedures and reporting of qualitative data, and outlined product development
tasks. Each study group member then
analyzed responses to a cluster of the survey
questions and wrote the section of the
publication that summarizes commonalities
across responses for each question within
the cluster (see Findings of the Stud7). The
VEA IPD director developed the section on
policy recommendations and AEL staff wrote
the Introduction, Rationale, Reflections and
Recommendations from Study Group Members, and Bibliography and Resources
sections.
During their meetings and in individual
work between meetings, study group members reviewed the literature on multigrade or
grade combination classes and shared these
with their colleagues. Study group members
peer edited all sections of the draft document
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and revised their own work prior to a melding of all sections by AEL staff to form a final
draft. The VEA president and TPD director.
in addition to study group members and an
AEL writer/editor, edited this final version of
the publication and AEL staff incorporated
their chariges as appropriate. AEL staff then
typeset the group's final work, developed
announcement flyers for use by AEL and
VEA, and provided camera-ready masters of
the publication and flyers to VEA and AEL's
Resource Center. VEA disseminates the
publication upon request to Virginia educators. AEL announces the document and,
upon request, provides copies at printing
cost to educators in its Region.
PURPOSE OF ME PUBLICATION

Teaching Combined Grade Classes: Real
Problems and Promising Practices originated
with the frustration of several grade combination teachers with the add-on responsibili-

ties their assignments entailed. Study group
members found this emotion common among
their colleagues throughout the state who
responded to the Grade Combination
Teacher Experience and Perceptions Survey.
Yet, therapeutic sharing of widespread
problems was not the goal and is not the end
result of this study. Study group members
intend that readers learn strategies effective
in dealing with double curricula and varying
child development levels. The study group
also believes that the shared wisdom represented in these findings will enable grade
combination teachers to cope with the
considerable demands on them. In addition
to providing instructional practice suggestions. the authors, who speak for the survey
respondents and others with similar teaching assignments throughout Virginia, expect
that Teaching Combined Grade Classes: Real

Teaching Combined Grade Classes: Real
Problems and Promising Practices can serve
district and school administrators by suggesting policies and resources that aid
multigrade teaching. Staff developers can
find specific techniques to incorporate in
workshops for multigrade teachers as well as
mechanisms for organizing support groups.
Teachers will note teaching strategies their
multigrade teaching peers have found effec-

tive and begin to implement these. Students, ultimately, should not suffer from lack
of attention to their individual needs in
multigrade classes, but should benefit
socially from the increased cooperation and
academically from exposure to new concepts.
In school, as in life, we can learn to work
with others of varying age and developmental
perspectives and grow from our associations.
METHODOLOGY

VEA-AEL study group members utilized
survey methodology for their investigation for
three purposes: to determine the extent of
the practice of assigning two or more grades
to one self-contained class: to describe the
demographic characteristics of a typical
grade combination class (if such exists): and
to learn directly from the teachers of such
classes their most common instructional
practices, the advantages and disadvantages

essociated with such assignments, and their
recommendations for most effective instructional and management strategies and for
local, district, and state policies that could
improve grade combination or multigrade
teaching. Further, an analysis of the Grade
Combination Teacher Locator Forms returned was used to describe the distribution
of grade combination classes throughout
Virginia. See Appendix D for a graphic
distribution depiction and evolanation.
The 21 item Grade Combination Teac, er
Problems and Promising Practices will inform
Experience and Perceptions Survey develpolicy development at the school, district,
and state levels. Study group members. VEA, oped by the study group contains 14 questions asking the grade combination or multiand AEL favor training in strategies that
grade teacher to describe his/her current
will allow multigrade teachers to help all
assignment, teaching behaviors, and cornstudents achieve academic success.
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mon instructional practices. The remaining
seven questions sample the respondent's
perceptions of difficulties and advantages of
grade combination or multigrade teaching;
most frequently used instructional practices;
assistance provided or needed from the
school principal; beneficial professional
development experiences; recommendations
of needed school, division, or state policies
regarding grade combination or multigrade
teaching; and descriptions of strategies most
effective for this type of teaching assignment.
Study group members reviewed the 87
surveys returned to VEA and analyzed the
majority of responses those of the 75 grade
combination elementary teachers, the original focus of this group of teachers with
similar teaching assignments. The remaining 11 responses were received from secon-

dary or special education teachers whose
multigrade teaching assignments, while
difllcult, are often aided by smaller class size
or a single curriculum for all grades or ages
enrolled in a class. Study group members
determined that item analysis of survey data
could best be reported within seven clusters
of survey items reported in the Findings
section of this document.
HELP US IMPROVE THIS
PUBLICATION

Readers are requested to complete the
product evaluation form included within and
to fold, staple, and return it to AEL. Suggestions for revisions to the document and/or
similar publications are welcome.
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RATIONALE

The concept of the multigrade class also
known as grade combination, split level,
mixed grade, multiage, ungraded, nongraded, vertical, and family grouping is not
new. It has its roots in the one-room school
of the early days of education in the United
States. Multigrade classes are defined here
as the assignment of two or more grade
levels of students as one teacher's instructional responsibility. Since the term multigrade class is the one most frequently
discussed in the literature, it will be used
throughout this rationale.
Current trends in demographics and
economics, such as decreasing student
population and rising costs of building
construction and maintenance, have motivated educators to consider school reorganization and consolidation to deal with the
problems of uneven student distribution,
limited instructional resources, and inadequate facilities. Multigrade classes are often
a result of such reorganization.
Recent research findings support multigrade grouping, indicating it can provide
both cognitive and social benefits for students (e.g., Pratt & Treacy. 1986; Rule, 1983;
Milburn, 1981). In response to the demands
of changing demographics, particularly a
decreasing and shifting student population,
as well as to recent research, several state
legislatures including Kentucky, Mississippi, Florida, and Louisiana have called for
implementation of multigrade programs. For
example, the Kentucky State Legislature, in
its Education Reform Act of 1990, mandated
the implementation of ungraded primary
programs (K-3) by September 1992; and the
Mississippi State Legislature in 1990 mandated mixed-aged classrooms in elementary
schools to be phased in over the next few
years.

Although multigrade classes are an
educational reality, and the literature reveals
positive effects from this type of instnictional
organization, little research exists on teacher
strategies for delivering instruction to two or
more grades of students at one time.
'Throughout its history the concept of 'nongradedness' has been presented as an ideal
to which schools may aspire rather than as a
specific program which they may implement"
(Slavin, 1986, p. 47). Consequently, efforts
to capture the ideal have been largely unsuccessful (Miller. 1989).

EFFECTS OF MULTIGRADE CLASSES

Research indicates no negative effects on
social relationships and attitudes for students in multigrade classes. In fact, in
terms of affective responses, multigrade
students out-perform single-grade students
in more that_. 75 percent of the measures
used (Miller, 1989, pp. 4-13). Results from
several studies reviewed by Miller show
positive effects of multigrade classes when
measures of student attitude toward self,
school, or peers are compared across a range
of schools and geographic areas (Pratt &
Treacy, 1986; Milburn, 981; SchranIder,
1976; Schroeder & Nott, 1974). For example, Milburn (1981) found that children of
all ages in the multigrade school had a more
positive attitude toward school than did their
counterparts in traditional grade-level
groups. Schrankler (1976) and Milburn
(1981) found multigrade students have
significantly higher self-concept scores than
students in single geades. A trend toward
more positive social relations is indicated
also (Sherman, 1984; Mycock, 1966; Chace,
1961). Shennan (1984) found that multi-
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grade students felt closer to their multiage
classmates than did single-grade students.
Chace (1961) and Mycock (1966) determined
that multigrade students had significantly
better teacher-child relationships and better
social development than single-grade students. These studies indicate that students
in multigrade classes tend to have significantly more positive attitudes toward themselves, their peers, and school.
In terms of academic achievement, the
data clearly support the multigrade class as
a viable, effective organizational alternative
to single-grade instruction (Miller, 1989, p.
13). Little or no difference in student
achievement In the single or multigade class
was found in the studies. In a study conducted in 1983. Rule found in general that
multigrade students scored higher on standardized achievement tests in reading than
did single-grade students. Milburn (1981)
found little difference in basic skills achievement levels between students in multigrade
and grade-level groups, but multigrade
classes did score significantly higher on the
vocabulary sections of the reading test
administered. To account for this, Milburn
concluded that teachers in multigrade
classes may have placed greater emphasis on
oral language, or that teachers working in
multigrade settings may tend to speak at a
level geared to the comprehensive abilities of
the older children. In all cases in Milburn's
study, children in the youngest age group in
the multigrade class scored higher on basic
skills tests than thtir age-mates in single
grade classes. The findings of Milburn's
study suggest that multigrade classes may
be of special benefit to slow learners. Such
children may profit from the tendency to
emulate older students. Also, if they are in
the same classroom with the same teacher
for more than one year, slow learners have
more time to assimilate learning in a familiar
environment. Furthermore, multigrade
grouping enables youngsters to work at
different developmental levels without obvi-

ous remediation a situation that can cause
emotional, social, or intellectual damage
and wiLiout special arrangements for acceleration (Milburn, 1981, pp. 513-514).
A number of other studies indicate that

multigrade grouping can provide remedial
benefits for at-rlsk children. For example, it
has been established that children are more
likely to exhibit prosocial behaviors (Whiting,
1983) and offer instnIction (Ludeke &
Hartup, 1983) to younger pcers than to agemates. Brown and Palinscar (1986) make
the point that the cognitive growth stemming
from interaction with peers of different levels
of cognitive maturity is not simply a result of
the less-informed child imitating the more
knowledgeable one. The interaction between
children leads the less-informed member to
internalize new understandings. Along the
same lines, Vygotsky (1978) maintains that
internalization of new concepts takes place
when children interact within the "zone of
proximal development, the distance between
the actual developmental level and the
potential developmental level as determined
through problem solving under adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable
peers." Slavin (1987) suggests that the
discrepancy between what an individual can
do with and without assistance can be the
basis for cooperative peer efforts that result
in cognitive gains, and that children model in
collaborating groups behaviors more advanced than those they could pedorm as
individuals. Brown and Reeve (1985) maintain that instruction aimed at a wide range
of abilities allows novices to learn at their
own rate and to manage various cognitive
challenges in the presence of "experts."
OBSTACLES TO MULTIGRADE
INSTRUCTIONAL ORGANIZATION

in view of the advantages to multigrade
instruction cited in the literature, the reader
may wonder why more schools have not been
organized into multigrade classes. One
response is tradition. Although schools of
the 1800s were nongraded, with the beginning of the industrial revolution and large
scale urban growth, the practice of graded
schools was established as the norm for
organizing and classifying students. Educators found it easier to manage increased
numbers of students by organizing them into

12
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graOes or age divisions. Other factors, such
as the advent of graded textbooks, state
supported education, and the demand for
trained teachers, have further solidified
graded school organization. The graded
school system was largely response to a
need for managing large numbers of students rather than an effort to meet individual
student needs (Good lad & Anderson, 1963).
Although the graded school developed as
a result of demographics and economics, it
has become the predominant way educators
and parents think about schools. Ironically,
changes in demographics and economics are
now necessitating different school organizational patterns. However, the expectations
created by the norm of graded schools have
created a handicap for anyone seeking to
operate a multigrade school (Miller, 1989).
Also, most teachers receive training for
teaching single-grade classes organized
around whole-class instruction and/or small
ability-grouped instruction, which are characterized by low student diversity. Different
and more complex skills in classroom management and discipline, classroom organization, instructional organization and curriculum, instructional delivery and grouping,
self-directed learning, and peer tutoring are
needed to deliver instruction successfully in
a multigrade class (Miller, 1989). Lack of
attention to these skills in teacher education
programs is a problem to teachers who are
assigned multigrade classes (Miller, 1988;
Horn, 1983; Jones. 1987; Bandy & Gleadow,
1980). Too frequently, the teacher skill
deficit and the need to develop community
understar ding and support of multigrade
instruction are overlooked by administrators
or policymakers when decisions to implement multigrade classes are made mid
teacher assignments to nese classes are
given.

TEACHING STRATEGIES

The Northwest Regional Educational
Laboratory's (NWREL) Rural Education

Program recognized the need for material to
assist thc multigrade teacher in 1987 when
concerns were raised about the availability of
research and training materials to help rural,
multigrade teachers improve their skills. As
a result. the Rural Education Program
developed a handbook which contains a
comprehensive review of the research on
multigrade instruction, key issues teachers
face in a multigrade setting, and resource
guides to assist multigrade teachers in
improving the quality of instruction.
Twenty-one multigrade teachers reviewed a
draft of this handbook and provided feedback, strategies, and ideas which were
incorporated into the final version completed
in September 1989. The Multigrade Teacher:
A Resource Handbook For Small, Rum!
Schools by Bruce A. Miller has been of
benefit to the VEA-AEL Study Group in
preparing its study. Particularly helpful
were the bibliographies and the overview of
current research on the effects of multigrade
instruction on student and teacher performance.
Teaching a multigrade class is a demanding task requiring a special type of individual. It also requires training, communication with parents and community members,
and support. Teaching Combined Grade
Classes: Real Problems and Promising Practices suggests types of training. resources,
and support that facilitate multigrade instruction; effective strategies and practices
employed by teachers experienced in multigrade class instruction; and state and local
policy initiatives that can support and assist
teachers in multigrade class settings. The
teachers who prepared this study, as well as
those who responded to the study group's
survey, have experience teaching multigrade
classes. Their suggestions can be valuable
to novice teachers in the multigrade approach, to administrators who are reorganizing schools, to those who plan professional
development activities, and to those who
recommend or initiate educational policy.
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FINDINGS OF THE STUDY

Study group members clustered reThACHER EAPERIENCE
sponses from 75 Virginia teacher responCHARACTERISTICS
dents to the Grade Combination Teacher
Experience and Perceptions Survey for
This topic examines data gathered in
analysis of frequency of responses and for
response
to questions 1, 4, 5, and 6 of the
commonalities emerging from the data. The
purposes and methods of survey analysis are survey relating to teacher experience. Responses provided information on total years
described in the Methodology section. The
of experience in grade combination teaching
survey is included as Appendix C. The folcontinuity of grade combination teaching,
lowing clusters were based upon question
assignment of grade combination classes,
similarities:
and total years teaching experience.
Questionr 1, 4, 5, 6
Teacher Experience Characteristics
1. Are you currently teaching a grade
combination class?
Questions 2, 3, 7, 8, 9
Class and School Characteristics
4. Have you taught grade combinaQuestions 10, 11, 14, 17
tion classes in the past? If so,
Curriculum and Instructional Strategies
please indicate your years of grade
Employed
combination teaching experience.
How many total years of teaching
Questions 15, 16
expedence do you hava?
Perceived Advantages and Difficulties of
Grade Combination Teaching
5. Have you requested grade combiQuestions 12, 13, 18, 19
nation class teaching assignments
Perceived Assistance Sources and Reor were you assigned a combined
sources
class?
Question 20
6. Have you taught combination
Policy Recommendations
Question 21
Effective Instructional and Classroom
Management Strategies
The following subsections discuss the
findings within the above clusters. The
questions for each cluster are included here
in abbreviated form for reference (see Appendix C for the complete survey),

classes in consecutive years?

Ail 75 teachers responding to the survey
were currently teaching grade combination
classes. Eighty-two percent of the respondents reported they previously had taught a
grade combination class. Seventy-five
percent of those teachers who had taught a
grade combination class in the past indi-
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cated they had between one and six years
grade combination teaching experience.
Seven percent had seven to nine years of
grade combination teaching experience, and
18 percent had taught grade combination
classes for 10 or more years.
In reporting total years of teaching
experience, the largest number of respondents (41 percent) indicated 16 or more
years experience. The next highest category
An years of teaching experience was 11 to 15
years (22 percent), followed by six to 10
years (19 percent), and one to five years (18
percenti.
The majority of teachers responding had
been assigned grade combination classes.
Eighteen teachers (24 percent) reported they
had requested a combined class. One
teacher explained that school assignments
were altered each year so a teacher would
not be assigned a combined class in consecutive years. Analysis of the data from
question 6 revealed, however, that a majority
of respondents had taught combination
classes in consecutive 3 tars.
A summary of teacher experience characteristics indicates that the "typicar survey
respondent was a veteran teacher who had
two or more years experience teaching grade
combination classes. A majority of the
teachers had taught grade combination
classes iv consecutive years, and in most
cases these classes had been assigned.
CLAss AND SCHOOL
CHAIRAcTERIsncs

Questions 3, 7, 8, and 9 report data
on class and school settings for grade combination teachers who responded. Responses
provided descriptions of school and class
size, grades most frequently combined, when
grade combination classes were assigned,
and composition of grade combination
classes.

if you are currently teaching a grade
combination class, what grades are combined In your class?
2.

3, What Is the approximate student
enrollment of your school?
7, How many students are enrolled in
your combination class?

8. What percentage of your students
are served by "pull-our programs?
9, Was your 1989-90 class a grade
combination class from the first day
of school? lf no, in what month did

It become a grade combinafion
class?

Cited as the most frequently included

grade in sl combined class was grade five.
Eighteen percent of the teachers were currently teaching a combined fourth/fifth
grade class, and another 18 percent were
teaching a combined fifth/sixth grade class.
The next most frequently combined grades
were third/fourth (16 percent), followed by

first/second (13 percent), and second/third
(eight percent). A small number of teachers
(five percent) taught a kindergarteh/first
grade combination or a sixth/seventh combination. One teacher reported teaching a
prekindergarten/kindergarten class. Figure
1 depicts the frequency of combined grades.
Nine teachers indicated they were teaching combined classes with three grade leveln.
Four of these teachers taught fourth/fifth/
sixth; three taught first/second/third; one
taught fifth/sixth/seventh; and another
taught pre-kindergarten/kindergarten/
second grade.
Ninety-six percent of these classes were
in place on the first day of school. However,
four percent of the respondents stated that
their classes became grade combinations
later in the school year, some as late as
December or January.
Survey data indicated that grade combination classes were most frequently found in
smaller schools (300 or fewer students).
Thirty-three percent of the respondents
reported teaching in schools with fewer than
100 students. Twenty-six percent reported
teaching in schools with enrollments between 101 and 300. Conversely, 29 percent
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Figure 1. What Grades are Most Frequently Combined?
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reported their school enrollment was between 301 and 600, and only eight percent of
the respondents taught in schools with a
student enrollment greater than 600.
Of the 75 teachers reporting, 67 percent
had between 16 and 25 students enrolled in
their combined classes. Second most frequently reported class size was between 26
and 30. Thirteen percent of the teachers had
fewer than 15 students, while only three
percent had more than 30 students.
Diversity in class composition was evident in many of the responses. Fifty-two
percent of the classes described included
students that received Learning Disability
(LD) resource services, while 47 percent
contained children that were Chapter 1
served or qualified. Limited English proficiency students were placed in 12 percent of
the combination classes, and nine percent of
the classes surveyed had Emotionally Disturbed (ED) and LD self-contained students.
A few teachers indicated that their combination classes included severely language
impaired students, Educable Mentally
Retarded (EMR) students, blind students, or
autistic and physically handicapped students.
Forty-two percent of the respondents
were teaching combination classes with two
or more of these "special" groups of children
represented. For example, in one class there
were five Chapter 1 students, three learning
disabled students, one severely language
impaired student, and one student with
limited English proficiency. Another 42
percent of the teachers surveyed described
classes composed of students with a wide
variety of learning styles and individual
needs to be met.
In addition, two-thirds of the grade
combination teachers reported that at least
five percent of their students were served by
"pull-out" programs, and approximately onefourth of these teachers indicated that more
than half of their students were pulled from
their classrooms for various programs.
Summary of the data on class/school
settings provides a picture of the "typical"
instructional environment for teachers who
responded to the survey. Most frequently,

grade combination classes existed in small
schools (total enrollment under 300). Generally, the grouping originated at the beginning
of the school year and combined two consecutive grades between grade two and grade
six. Average grade combination class size
ranged from 16 to 25 students, many of
whom were served by special programs such
as LD or Chapter 1. Diversity of needs and
learning styles, as well as frequent movement of students in and out of the classroom
for special programs, were characteristic of
the typical grade combination class described in this survey.
CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTIONAL

STRATEGIES EMPLOYED

The questions in this cluster focused on
four concerns: having two or more preparations for basic subjects, having to prepare
lessons for enrichment or supplemental
programs, handling field trips, and identifying instructional methods found to be effective in teaching grade combination classes.
An abbreviated version of the questions is
included below followed by survey findings
relating to this cluster. The complete questions can be found in Appendix C.
10. For which basic subjects do you
have two or more preparations?
11. For which enrichment or supplemental subjects do you also prepare lessons?

14. Do you take your class on field trips
or send students on grade-assigned
field trips?

17. Which instructional methods have
you found to be effective in teaching a grade combination class?
Please rank tile frequency with
which you use each of these instructional methods.

Survey findings indicate that basic skills
subjects most frequently required double
preparations in grade combination classes.

17
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Most respondents cited reading (87 percent)
and math (86 percent) as subjects requiring
two or more preparations. Spelling (79
percent) was next in frequency of response.
More than half of the teachers also reported
double preparations in science (64 percent),
social studies (62 percent), health (58 percent), handwriting (55 percent), and English
mechanics (54 percent). Additionally, 45
percent of the respondents mentioned double
preparations for family life and English
composition/developmental writing.
Additionally, respondents reported
preparing lessons for enrichment or supple-

mental subjects. Survey data indicated that
49 percent of the teachers prepared lessons
for art. One teacher noted that art was
integrated with social studies and English.
Approximately one-third of the respondents
reported preparing lessons for physical
educata on, and one-fourth of the teachers
stated that they prepared gifted and talented
enrichment lessons. Only eight percent of
the teachers reported preparing lessons for
music, and no respondents mentioned
foreign language as an additional preparation. Other preparations identified by survey
respondents included: whole language arts,
Quest Program for grades six and seven,
human growth and development for grades
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nor sent them with other groups on field
trips.
In responses to question 17 regarding
instructional methods that grade combination teachers found effective, integrating the
curriculum and peer tutoring were the most
frequently mentioned strategies. Eighty-two
percent of the respondents reported employing these two methods in their classes. Of
those who used pin tutoring, approximately
one-half used wain-grade peer tutoring,
while the other one-half employed cross-age
tutoring. Cooperative learning was the next
most frequently mentioned method (62
percent), and 39 percent of the teachers
indicated team teaching as an effective
instructional method in grade combination
classes.
The following additional effective grade
combination teaching strategies were provided by respondents:

se utilizing parent volunteers;
se departmentalizing instruction;
implementing whole group instruction;
se being organized;
se being flexible (tspecially with grouping
between grades);
utilizing a fulltime instructional aide;
and
five and six, At-Risk Program, remedial
networking with other educators.
reading, computer, social skills, and minority
In addition to rating effectiveness of
achievement math.
teaching strategies, respondents were asked
Most grade combination teachers reto rank the frequency of their use of these
sponding to the survey reported arranging
strategies from one (most frequently used) to
field trips for their students. Fifty-seven
ftve (least frequently used). Interestingly
percent indicated they took their own class
on field trips, while 28 percent of the respon- enough, the methods that were reported to
be most effective were also the same methdents both took their own class and also
ods that were used most frequently. Based
sent students on grade assigned trips. One
on the number of respondents who ranked a
teacher commented, "Whenever possible.
particular strategy one or two, integrating
Regular education teachers won't always
the curriculum ranked first in frequency of
take Emotionally Disturbed students."
use (64 percent). The sect,nd most frequently
Another 14 percent of the respondents
used instructional method was peer tutoring
reported only sending students on grade(51 percent), followed by cooperative learning
assigned field trips, while eight percent
(44 percent) and team teaching (21 percent).
indicated they neither took their students

18
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PERCEIVED ADVANTAGES AND

DIFFIcuunEs OF
GRADE COMBINATION TEACHING

In addition to identifying experience
characteristics of grade combination teachers, the survey was designed to assess
respondent perceptions of grade combination teaching. Perceived advantages and
difficulties were recorded in response to
questions 15 and 16 of the survey. Following the questions is a description of respondent data.
15. Please describe any difficulties you
have experienced in teaching curricula of two grade levels.

inability to go beyond basics (e.g., not
enough time for science experiments)
(7%).

After time, the next most frequently cited
difficulties, identified by 38 percent of the
respondents, were fragmentation, scheduling, and grouping. Several responses illustrate these perceived difficulties. Two teachers indicated acheduling problems were
related to the number of pull-out programs.
Science and social studies were specific
areas mentioned as difficult to schedule.
Two teachers noted that in subjects such as
family life, health, and sex education, the
curriculum for one grade is not appropriate
for the other grade. Therefore, teachers must
"farm out" children before they can teach

certain lessons. Three other teachers said
they could not arrange field trips because
16. Please describe advantages you per- the subject would not be appropriate for
ceive to teaching grade combination both grade levels.
classes.
The third most frequently experienced
difficulty in teaching curricula of two grade
levels was the inability of one group of
children to work independently while the
DIFFICULTIES
teacher instructed the other grovp (20
The consersms on difficulties experienced percent). For example, one teacher stated
by 83 percent of the respondents can be
there was constant competition between the
capsulized in the response "double planning, groups for the teacher's time, and another
double teaching, double grading, and
described problems with children who fit in
double record keeping." These teachers
no group. However, three teachers identified
cited specific difficulties indicating, as one
problems related to scheduling for team
teacher stated, 'The time factor Is most
teaching and working with teachers who they
critical time in terms of covering matetals
felt were uncooperative.
with students." The individual difficulties
Respondents als i identified difficulties
reported by teachers that relate to the "time
related to how children were placed in
factor" in daily class instruction in order of
combination classes. Concerns about how
frequency are as follows:
children were placed in grade combination
classes were raised by six teachers who
lack of class time for instruction of two
specified that class size was too large; chilgrade levels (71%);
dren were inappropriately added during the
insufficient planning time (62%);
year;
children felt isolated from others in
not enough time for teachers to master
their grade, thus their self-esteem suffered;
two curricula in preparation to teach
and children with special needs such as
(48%);
English as a Second Language students were
insufficient time to effectively cover two
inappropriately placed in combination
sets of curricula (45%);
classes.
never caught up on written work (38%);
Finally, 11 teachers described difficulties
insufficient time to remediate or work on
related to supports and resources. Three
a one-to-one basis with a child (24%);
respondents specified a lack of support from
and
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their principal, and four mentioned concern
about the amount of public relations work
required to gain parental support. Two
teachers mentioned a lack of support and
assistance in general, and two responses
described insufllcient resources and materials to teada and to integrate two curriculum
levels.

Academic advantages:
Uppitr grade can review what is taught to
the lower grade.
One group motivates the other group.
Children in the lower grade get enrichment by listening to what is taught to the
upper group.
Children in the lower grade are better
prepared for the next year.

Behavioral advantages:

ADVANTAGES

In describing advantages to teaching
grade combination classes, the consensus of
26 percent of the 69 teachers who responded
to this question wcs that peer tutoring is the
greatest benefit. In contrast to a perceived
disadvantage mentioned by one teacher, 14
percent of the teachers who responded to
this question stated that having the children
two consecutive years allowed them the
advantages of knowing the children's
strengths and weaknesses and of being able
to group ahead of time. One teacher responded, "Keeping students for a second
year is great no lost time!"
Integration of language arts and other
curricula was identified aa an advantage by
14 percent of the teachers. Six of these 10
responses specified the particular benefit
combination classes had to integrating the
reading curricula.
Respondents perceived a wide variety of
other advantages. However, each was mentioned by only one or two persons. These
advantages are categorized below under the
headings of grouping, academic, behavioral,
and resource and support advantages.

Different ages learn to socialize.
Teacher can observe nine- and 10-yearolds interacting.
More independent work habits are developed.
Upper grade children act as role models
for lower grade children.

Resource and support advantages:
I received an extra computer for my
room.
Help from an aide was provided.

Although 24 percent of the 69 teachers
who answered this question responded
negatively with "no advantages," one teacher
noted, "Kids learn from kids. I use students
to help other students with word recognition,
spelling, math, etc." However, this teacher
went on to say, "This isn't really an advantage because this could be done in a onegrade class." Another respondent stated,
"After 12 years of teaching combination
grades, I can see no advantages. Because of
time limitations, you cannot reach all students and meet their needs. They become
angry and 'turned off.' Teachers are left
frustrated and emotionally and physically
drained."
Grouping advantages:
In summary, a diversity of difficulties
Children are always taught in small
and
advantages to grade combination classes
groups.
Gifted and talented programs, differentia- were perceived by s, trvey respondents.
Difficulties identified by respondents in
tion, and general grouping are no probteaching cunicula of two grade levels fall
lem.
into five categories: time, scheduling/groupClass size is always smaller.
You get the top notch students academi- ing, children's inability to work independently, student placement, and supports/
cally and no behavior problems.
resources. Teachers cited specific difficulAll children can read.
ties, most notably lack of planning and
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instructional time, relating to the most
frequently identified problem time. In
contrast, a number of advantages to grade
combination classes were identified, most
frequently peer tutoring. Moreover, problems cited by some respondents were perceived as advantages by others, although
there was greater consensus on specific
difficulties. For example, 83 percent of the
respondents identified "double planning,
teaching, grading, and record keeping" as a
difficulty, while 14 percent identified curriculum integration as an advantage. Also, some
teachers indicated grouping was a problem,
while others perceived grouping as an advantage to grade combination classes. Although
they also may have identified difficulties, a
majority of the respondents perceived some
advantages to teaching grade combination
classes.

19.

What professional development experiences have helped you in teaching a
combination grade class?

In response to question 12, 37 percent of
the respondents, the largest percentage
cited, reported receiving help in teaching
from the school librarian. The second largest
category of responses, halftime instructional
aides, were listed by 28 percent of the respondents. Almost half (48 percent) of those
teachers who cited halftime instructional
aides as helpers are assisted by those aides
five days per week. However, the amount of
aide time varied from one-half hour to five
hours per day. Specialists such as music,
art, and physical education teachers and
counselors comprised the next largest group
of responses (25 percent). Parent volunteers
were reported as instructional assistants by
20 percent of the teachers, and team teachers were mentioned in 16 percent of the
PERCEIVED ASSISTANCE SOURCES AND responses. A small percentage of respondents cited student teacher, principal,
RESOURCES
curriculum specialist, or fulltirne instructional aide as an instructional assistant.
Although supports/resources were a
Additionally, 21 percent of the survey re"problem" category identified by survey
spondents did not indicate any person as an
respondents, grade combmation teachers
instructional assistant.
also described ways and means by which
In indicating resources used in instructheir teaching was supported. Questions 12, tion, 89 percent of the respondents reported
13, 18, and 19 on the VEA-AEL Grade
that teachers' manuals for each subject and
Combination Teacher Experience and Pergrade level were their most frequently used
ceptions Survey deal with helps and reresources. Other resources cited in order of
sources that teachers have available and
frequency of response were: supplemental
utilize when teaching a grade combination
instructional materials for each grade, audioclass.
visual equipment, personal computers, math
manipulatives, classroom space which allows
for grouping, science kits, learning centers,
12. Who helps you teach? Indicate any
person who assists your instruction in
and math kits.
Seventy-four percent of the survey resome way.
sondents replied to question 18, "Does your
principal assist your workr Of those re13. What resources do you use frequently in
sponding, 57 percent indicated that their
instruction?
principal did not assist them in their work.
However, respondents made numerous
18. Does your school principal assist your
work? if so, please describe how. If not, suggestions as to how principals might assist
grade combination teachers. A review of all
please suggest ways a principal could
such suggestions revealed the following most
assist.
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frequently described ways principals could
assist:

careful selection of students for a grade
combination class;
more support with discipline:
flexible scheduling:
team teaching;
more instructional materials: and
encouragement and support.

Forty-three percent of the teachers
responding to this question answered that
their principals did assist them in their
work. Following are the most frequently
cited ways in which grade combination
teachers reported being assisted by their
principals:
making helpful suggestions and giving
support:
assigning aide time:
helping to teach:
choosing students for the class carefully;
limiting number of students in the class
and number oi reading groups;
giving teacher control over curriculum

instructional materials, and professional
experiences. A majority of the respondents
reported receiving instructional assistance
from at least one other person, using instructional resources such as teachers'
manuals and supplementary instructional
materials, and being assisted by a variety of
professional development experiences. It
would seem that grade combination teachers
se.2k and utilize resources to enrich their
teaching.
PoucY RECOMMENDATIONS

In response to question 20, survey
respondents were asked to recommend
school, division, or state policies to govern
teaching grade combination classes. This
subsection of the survey findings should be
particularly useful to those who recommend
or initiate educational policy.
20.

state policies which would make teaching grade combination classes more
effective for students and desirable for
teachers.

taught: and
supplying extra materials for the classroom.

Several types of professional development
expaiences were cited as helpful to the
grade combination teachers who responded
to question 19. Professional reading was
most frequently mentioned (38 percent).
followed by inservice education sessions (26
percent). peer observation (21 percent).
teacher support group or network (18 percent). educator association conferences (nine
percent). and mentor (eight percent). "On the
job training" and "experience in teaching a
wide range of grade levels" were most frequently described by eight of the 12 respondents to the "other experiences" category.
In conclusion, data from this cluster of

questions indicated that resources are
available to support teaching grade combination classes. Frequently utilized supports for
teachers who responded to the survey can be
placed in three categories: human resources.

Please suggest any schooL division, or

Fifty-one teachers (68 percent) responded
to this survey item. They suggested that
policies for grade combination classes should
deal with student, teacher, and curriculum
issues. Some persons responded that there
should be a policy of discouraging the practice of combination classes.

Student Issues:
The most pressing policy issues reported
that related to students were class size and
the type of student placed in grade combination classes. Twelve teachers (24 percent)
said that combination classes should be kept
small. Two teachers made specific suggestions for limits on class size: "less than 15":
"20 is more than enough." Another said that
there should be a limit on the number of
special education students. One teacher
said there should be a limit on the number
of students, noting, "My class Ls the biggest
one in our whole school!"
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Eleven teachers (22 percent) commented
about a policy to designate the kind of
student who would be selected for participation in combination classes. There was little
consensus, however, on what the guidelines
need to be. The following were some suggestions:

Teacher issues:

Not surprisingly, there were more comments offered for policies that related tc
teachers. 'The assistance of an instructional
aide, more pay, and planning time were the
most common themes.
Of the thirteen specific references (26
percent) to the services of an instructional
aide, there were five that spoke for a fulltime
high achievers, or average or above in
aide, three that mentioned halftime, and
ability;
students grouped according to subject or seven that addressed having an aide an
unspecified amount of time. There was little
reading levels;
ambiguity in the comments: 'Teachers with
students capable of working well indecombination classes should have fulltime or
pendently;
students with good work/study/listening parttime aides no matter what the class size,
especially in the primary grades," said one
skills; and
teacher.
students who can work well in a combiTen teachers (20 percent) said the comnation class.
pensation should be higher for teaching
combination classes. One suggested that
Grouping high achievers of one grade
these teachers receive *monetary rewards of
and low achievers of the other was reported
$1,000 extra a year, or maybe extra personal
"not a good working possibility!" Another
teacher said, "I don't feel my situation is that days." Another said double pay would be
good because I have the lowest kids from two appropriate, "since two Jobs are actually
being done."
grade levels."
It would be helpful for combination
Another teacher suggested that combina- teachers to have more planning time, said
tions be set up first with the right combinaeight teachers (16 percent). "Daily unention of students put together in the groups,
cumbered planning period of at least an
rather than at the end with "all the 'lefthour," suggested one. "We get a planning
overs'."
period during music and library, but not
It was suggested that within the combievery day," she explained.
nation class retained students who advanced
There were other suggestions of policies
to grade level work should be allowed to
to ameliorate teaching grade combination
move ahead to the higher grade level at the
problems.
teacher's discretion.
Limit the number of years a teacher
Which grades to be combined was the
could
be assigned combinations, and
topic of four comments. "It is not a wise idea
prohibit successive years;
to group lower and upper grade students,"
Give the teacher a more flexible schedule;
said one person. Combining grades five and
Have more reading materials available on
six was not good either, observed another.
combination classes and their implemen"Sixth graders feel isolated from all sixth
tation; and
grade classes, and fifth graders are intimiDevelop a network for teachers in similar
dated."
situations and hold an annual confer"K through 3 and 1-2 combinations seem
ence for them.
to work better," commented a teacher.
One teacher offered the suggestion that a Curriculum issues:
"tracking system to examine students'
There were several suggestions for poliprogress through junior high school would
cies on how to adjust the curriculum to
assist with combination classes. Two teachoffer much needed feedback."
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ers said that team teaching helped, because,
as one put it,"there were not so many lessons for one person to prepare."
"Curriculum objectives should be flexible
for these classes," said one teacher. Instead
of dictating content by grade level i.e., U.S.
history at grade five, curriculum should be
looked at more as a concept development
process," commented another.
Combining subjects like science and
social studies so that the grades could be
taught together was another suggestion.
Supplementary materials should be used for
combination classes, "so they won't have the
same material again" the next year. "Each
grade should have its own separate music,
physical education, and library classes," said
another.
Policy prohibiting the practice: Nine
respondents (18 percent) said that combination classes should be eliminated. Two
offered the suggestion of consolidating small
schools as ri way of eliminating combinations.
There were several responses that did not
directly relate to the issue of policy, but
indicated the respondents' attitudes. Two
were negative in tone. "Double work for the
teacher. No increase in pay," jotted one
teacher. Another commented: "I do not feel
these classes are effective. I feel very uneasy
about my older group, but confident that my
younger group has done well. I don't think
that policy would help."
The last response was more positive:
"There are a lot of combination grades taught
in our school system, and not all teachers
like it. Further input should be obtained
from these teachers, since I don't really have
a big problem with teaching two grades."
In summary, responses to question 20
indicated a diversity of opinion about appropriate policies for grade combination teaching. There was little consensus in the responses except that teachers should have
more control over how classes are organized
and assigned, which students are placed in
them, what curriculum is taught, and how
teachers of grade combination classes are
supported in their efforts.

EFFECTIVE INSTRUCTIONAL AND

CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT

STRATEGIES

This subsection reports information
gathered in response to question 21 of the
"VEA-AEL Grade Combination Teacher

Experience and Perceptions Survey." The
additional instructional strategies provided
by respondents are included to assist educators in making grade combination classes
more effective and desirable for students and
teachers. The survey question is included
below for reference.
21.

Please describe practices or strategies
you hove found effective for various
teaching situations.

Sixty-one percent of the survey respondents completed this question and described
a total of 102 strategies they had found
effective in teaching grade combination
classes. To analyze and report the data,
these responses are grouped into the following six categories listed in order of frequency
of response: classroom management, time
management, grouping, parent relotionships,
getting started, and socialization.
Approximately 65 percent of the responses indicated that teachers perceived
good classroom management as essential in
teaching a grade combination class. Data
revealed that management practices that are
effective in single-grade classes may be
similarly applied in grade combination
classes. Practical, yet diverse, classroom
management strategies provided by respondents include the following: (Numbers in
parentheses indicate frequency of responses.)
Keep one group involved with meaningful, individualized work while the teacher
works with the other group (4);
Make academic/behavioral expectations
clear and consistent (4);
Promote a sense of oneness or unity
among all students in the class (3);

2G
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Provide rewards (e.g., extra field trips,
coupons to the school store, frequent
breaks, etc.) (3);
Design seating patterns that mix grades
and are conducive to optimum learning

Let one child be a 'teacher' for Weekly
Reader for his/her grade level;
Use second grades to work with first
graders on math that requires reading;

(2);

Use average first graders to work with
slower second graders on work recognition, reading, and spelling.

Have board/desk assignments ready for
students to begin upon arrival in the

and

morning (2);

Select compatible students for peer
tutoring and cooperative learning groups
(2); and
Model a positive attitude towart-others,
the school, and the classroom setting (1).
Time management, a common concern in
all grade combination settings, ranked
second in frequency of responses (54 percent). Three strategies were most frequently
mentioned by the teachers as effective
methods for handling the time management
factor: intzgrate content and activities for
both grades whenever possible (13 percent);
provide fridependent learning activities for
one poop while delivering instruction to the
other group (6 percent); and grade work in
class and give frnmediate feedback when
feasible (4 percent).
Thirty-three percent of the respondents
addressed grouping practices and agreed
that grouping is essential in meeting the
diverse needs of individual students. Five
educators indicated a preference for homogeneous grouping by ability or performance
level. One teacher eonunented, "I teach all
day as if rm having reading groups." 'Alm
respondents recommended that the older
students in the class he "cooperative, independent. average to high level achievers."
One teacher said It was also desirable that
the younger students be "cooperative, yet
lower level achievers whose skills will not
surpass those of their older classmates."
Another respondent stated that having high
level achievers eliminated the necessity for
more groups than the teacher could handle.
Four of the teachers suggested cross-grade
or grade-level peer tutoring. Following are
their grouping strategies:
Use upper grade students to assigt
younger students;

Finally, the use of instructional aides or
parent volunteers to work with groups was
mentioned by four teachers.
The next category of responses indicated
that approximately 30 percent of the educators reported that a good parent-teacher
relationship was a "must" in grade combination settings. Although a few teachers
mentioned their concerns regarding parent
reservations and negativity to such classes,
93 percent of the comments referred to
positive parent teacher interactions. Fifty
percent of these responses related to establishing and maintaining good communication
between i aro'er and parents. Following are
some s.. oggestions for effective cornmunicatien.
Have a parent meeting before school
begins to explain the grade combination
class (3);
Call parents frequently and send home
progress reports and student work
periodically (3); and
Clarify to parents that specific grade level
material will be provided to all students
(1).

Thirty-six percent of the responses to
this question recommended involving parents in the classroom. Teachers indicated
that using parents as tutors or classroom
aides and developing a regular schedule for
their participation in the classroom were
effective ways to promote good parent relationships, as well as to improve student
achievement.
Finally, one respondent stated her philosophy for developing good parent relationships: "Always have a positive attitude
(showing) that you can do a good Job and
that the grade combination class will work."
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Responses from approximately 20 percent of the teachers surveyed related to ways
of "getting started" with a grade combination
class and addressed two areas: 1) what to
do before implementing the grade combination chss; and 2) how to "get started" in the
classroom with students. The following
practices were reported as effective before
implementation:
Students placed in the grade combination class should be independent workers
(2);

Place only average to top ability level

students in grade combination classes
(2);

for all teachers: "Be flexible; love teaching
and children!"
The final category of responses on recommended effective instructional strategies was
socialization. Approximately 20 percent of
the respondents mentioned effective strategies for promoting socialization, indicating
they perceived socialization as valuable and
necessary for students' social development
as individuals and as a group. All responses
illustrated the need to establish a "family
bonding" attitude in a grade combination
setting. "Promote a sense of class unity,"
and "together we make a team" were single
responses indicative of the strategies re-

ported. Four respondents to this question
Simplify the process by having students
(44 perEent) showed apposition to competifor two years who know your teaching
tion between grades in a grade combination
style, methods, etc. (1); and
class in recommending practices such as
Visit and observe other grade combina"treat them as one class," and "involve both
tion classes.
regular and Chapter 1 students in reading
stories and reviewing math." Mixed seating
In suggesting strategies for how to get
arrangements; whole class experiences
started with students, two teachers menincorporated into lessons; an impartial
tioned the importance of setting behavioral
behavior management system; and planned,
guidelines and being consistent with behavregular contact with other classes were
ioral expectations. Also, two teachers reported that having assignments on the chalk effective practices reported by individual
board or on students' desks at the beginning respondents.
A brief summary of this subsection
of the school day was an effective strategy for
(question
21) of the survey findings may be
"getting started." Two teachers suggested
stated in the combined recommendations of
beginning the day with an "across the
several respondents: "Be positive; be pregrades" assignment. A final strategy sugpared; be flexible; be consistent!"
gested in this category provides good advice
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REFLECTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
FROM STUDY GROUP MEMBERS
The VEA-AEL Grade Combination
Teacher Experience and Perceptions Survey,
developed by study group members, was
designed to solicit data regarding teaching
experience, school and classroom settings,
perceived advantages and difficulties, effective teaching strategies, and recommended
policy initiatives from experienced grade
combination teachers. Findings on the
experience and perceptions of 75 Virginia
grade combination teachers who responded
to the survey have been reported in this
study. Further, the experience of the authors should contribute to the wisdom of
their product. The Virginia teachers who
participated in this study group have a
combined total of 74 years teaching experience and 23 yews grade combination teaching experience. Their reflections and personal comments provide additional assistance and insight to novice grade combination teachers, administrators, and those who
recommend or initiate educational policy.
Many of the recommendations made by
study group members reinforce those offered
by survey respondents; others expand and
enrich survey findings.
Study group members were asked to
provide additional classroom management/
instructional strategies they had found
effective in teaching grade combination
classes. Their recommendations were largely
concerned with curriculum and instructional
delivery methods.
In relation to curriculum, study group
members recommended integrating subject
areas and grade levels. One teacher said,
"Each day I provide opportunities for both
grades to interact academically and socially."
Another teacher suggested that art, music,
and physical education were particularly
appropriate for whole class instruction.

Various instructional delivery methods
were recommended by study group members. Greater emphasis on oral discussion,
cooperative learning activities, homogeneous
grouping, whole-class and grade-level field
trips, integrated seating arrangements with
classroom space for small group instruction,
extended use of instructional aides, and
team teaching were suggested. One teacher
also added, *Provide one-to-one time each
day for the teacher to work with individual
students"; while another advised, "Be flexible, yet organized, with instructional activities."
Finally, one teacher offered her strategy
for establishing effective communication with
students and parents; "Have students keep
a notebook of daily assignments which both
teacher and parent sign daily. Also, add
positive comments on student work and
request that parents respond to their children's work with comments or questions
written to the teacher."
Grade Combination Study Group members were also asked to suggest policies that
would enhance and facilitate grade combination teaching. The most frequently recommended policies were related to teacher
empowerment. The following comments
were offered by study group members;
Allow teachers to volunteer to teach
grade combination classes rather than
make arbitrary assignments.
Place limits on the number of consecutive years a teacher may be assigned a
grade combination class unless the
teacher requests a continued assignment.

Give teachers greater input into class
size, student placement, and schedul-
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ing. (Two teachers suggested a pupilteacher ratio of 18:1.)
Allow teachers more flexibility in developing and integrating curricula.

The teachers recommended additional
policies that would improve the teaching/
learning environment in grade combination
classes.

Grade combination classes should be
formed only for academic reasons by
school choice, not required because of
enrollment. Consolidating smaller
schools would eliminate the need for
combined classes.
Provide more planning time for grade
combination teachers.

Develop a clear rationale/guidelines for
student placement in grade combination classes.

Provide inservice training on teaching
grade combination classes to all educators, including substitute teachers.

One teacher suggested a monetary,
retroactive bonus for grade combination
teachers; another reflected, "more
money doesn't change difficult teaching
conditions."
The reflections offered by study group
members provide important considerations
for administrators and teachers as they
organize and implement grade combination
classes. The experiences, perceptions, and
recommendations of these teachers and of
survey respondents indicate their recognition
of the obstacles encountered in grade combination teaching; their successful practices
for overcoming problems; and their awareness of the continuing need for careful
planning, appropriate training, and enhanced teacher involvement in decisionmaking for grade combination instruction.
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RESOURCES
The following annotated list of resources was prepared by Bruce A. Miller and included in his
handbook, The Multigrade Classroom: A Resource Handbook for Small, Rural Schools, published in 1989 by No-ethwest Regional Educational Laboratory. Reprinted with permission.
Ashley, W., et al. Peer tutoring: A guide to
program design. Research and development series no. 260. (ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 268 372)

This publication presents guidelines for
planning, implementing, and evaluating a
peer tutoring program. Benefits, guidelines, and suggestions with examples for
peer tutoring are presented. Resource
materials and sample forms have also
been included.
Available from:

National Center for Research in
Vocational Education
1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, OH 43210

Bloom, S. (1975). Peer and cross-age tutoring in the schools: An individualized supplement to group instructin. (ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 118
543)

This publication discusses tutoring concepts and developing a tutoring program
for your classroom. A detailed bibliography is also included.
Available from:
ERIC
3900 Wheeler Ave.

Alrxandria, VA 22304-6409
1-800-227-3742
Price: $8.50

Price: $10.50
Blackwood, L. (1987). More like a school
family thanjust a teacher and his/ her students: Is a one teacher school for you . . .?
Anchorage, AK: L. C.'s Manner.

This booklet contains one teacher's opinion as "how to successfully and effectively
teach in a small one-teacher school or
other multigraded settings in rural
Alaska." There are also useful ideas and
strategies that would be beneficial to any
multigrade teacher.
Available from:

L. C.'s Manner
2440 E. Tudor Road
Suite 950
Anchorage, AK 99507

Price: $12.00

Burns, M. (1976). The book of think or how
to solve problems twice your size (grades 5
and up). Boston: Little Brown & CompanY.

This book was recommended by Joel Anderson, a multigrade teacher from Onion
Creek School in northeast Washington
State. Anderson says this is an excellent
resource for cooperative problem-solving
activities in mathematics.
Available from:
Little Brown and Company
200 West St.

Waltham, MA 02254
Price: $7.95 (paper)
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Burns, M. (1975). The I hate mathematics!
Book. Boston: Little Brown & Company.
This book was also recommended by Joel
Anderson.
Available from:
Little Brown & Company

200 West Street
Waltham, MA 02254
Price: $7.95 (paper)

Canter, L. (1989). Assertive descipline. Los
Angle les: Canter and Associates Inc.
Lee Canter has popularized an approach
to classroom discipline called assertive
discipline. His program provides detailed
training materials, including lesson plan
books, charts, sample rules and consequences, and specific ideas for rewarding
positive behavior.
Available from:

Canter and Associates Inc.
P. 0. Box 64517
Los Angeles, CA 90064
Price: $7.95

Cohen, E. G. (1986). Designing groupwork.
New York, NY: Teachers College Press.
This book provides detailed strategies for
starting group work in your classroom and
details the research supporting cooperative work groups. The book is written in a
direct, clear style that makes it easy to
follow and useful to the classroom teacher.
Available from:

Teachers College Press
Columbia University
New York, NY 10027

Price: $13.95

0

Curwin, R, & Mendler, A. (1988). Discipline
with dignity. Alexandria, VA: ASCD.

This book presents research-based processes and strategies for developing
positive classroom behavior. It begins by
focusing on the dignity of the student and
recasts the teacher from being a "policeman" to be an individual who mediates
learning. Excellent sets of guidelines,
observations instruments, and resources
are included.
Available from:

Cohen, E. G. (1986). Teacher application
pamphlet: Designing change for the classroom. (ERIC Document Reproduction
Service No. ED 211 501)

This study provides a theoretical rationale
for using small groups, directions on how
to train children in small group behavior
and specific activities to be used during
training, and information on adapting
existing curriculum for small group work.
Available from:
ERIC
3900 Wheeler Ave.

Alexandria, VA 22304-6409
1-800-227-3742

Price: $23.60

Associaton for Supervision
and Curriculum Development
Alexandria, Virginia

Price: $9.95
Della-Dora, D., & Blanchard, L. (Eds.).
(1979). Moving toward self-directed learning. Alexandria, VA: ASCD.

This book reviews the research on selfdirected learning, provides practical
strategies, and presents background
information useful to anyone desiring to
develop self-directed learning in students.
Available from:
ASCD

225 North Washington Street
Alexandria, VA 22314
Price: $4.75
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Everlson, C., Emmer, E., Clements, B.,
Sanford, J., & Worsham, M. (1989). Classtraditional two-teacher school to flt the
room management for elementary teachers.
linear multiplc .area plan.
Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc.
This article describes a plan for converting
This "how-to" guide provides researcha traditional two-room school into an open
based step-by-step activities and printeaching space in which two teachers
ciples for planning and organizing the
teach cooperatively. A sample floor plan is
elementary classroom.
presented.

Dennison, B., et al. (1978). Rearrangtng the

Available from:
Prentice Hall, Inc.
9W, Englewood Cliffs, NJ

Available from:
ERIC
3900 Wheeler Ave.

Price: $17.95 (paper)

Alexandria, VA 22304-6409
1-800-227-3742

Price: $2.00
Dyer, T. A. (1989). Teaating splits: Strategies for combination classrooms. Bly, OR
Author.
The research paper describes what teachers of combined gades do to successfully
cope with a two-grade classroo. Dyer
visited more than 10 combination classrooms and interviewed the teachers. This
report summarizes his findings.
Available from:

Thomas Dyer
P. O. Box 47
Bly, OR 97622
Price* unknown

Fogarty, M. (1979). Small schools: Organization and teaching methods. (ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 223
395)

.

This booklet addresses issues relating to
small schools organization. Sections regarding the teaching of reading, mathematics, social studies, science, physical
education, language arts, and art are
'presented. Aspects such as objectives,
content, methodologies, organizing time
and space, and resources are also discussed.
Available from:
ERIC
3900 Wheeler Ave.

Alexandria, VA 22304-6409
1-800-227-3742

SS*

Ethly, S. Peer tutoring in the regular classroom: A guide for school psychologist.
(ERIC Document Reproduction Service No.
ED 250 836)
This guide includes a general overview of
the peer tutoring process, including
selecting and pairing students, supervising the process, and scheduling. Training
goals are specified along with skills ne( 4ed
by tutors. A reference section with recommended readings has been appended.
Available from:
National Association of School
Psychologists
10 Overland Drive

Price: $14.00
Good, T. L., & Brophy, J. E. (1987). Looking
in classrooms. New York, NY: Harper &
Row.

This book may be one of the most exhaustive collections of effective teaching information to date. Filled with practical,
concrete ideas and strategies drawn from
observations of effective teachers this
book is important for every professional
library.
Available from:

Harper & Row Publishers
Keystone Industrial Park
Scranton, PA 18512

Stratford, CT 06497
Price: $12.60

Price: $26.75
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Johnson, D. W., Johnson, R. T., Holubec, E.
J., & Roy, P. (1984). Circles of learning:
Cooperation in the classroom. Edward
Brothers, Inc.
This booklet was developed for the Oregon
The authors present the underlying concepts regarding cooperative learning.
Department of Education as a resource for
helping multigrade teachers integrate esSteps for implementing cooperation in
your classroom and the research supportsential learnfng skills across subject
areas. Griswold provides sample inteing it are also presented.
grated lessons along with a guide for
Available from:
developing your own lessons.
ASCD
125 N. West Street
Available from:
Alexandria, VA 22314-2798
Oregon Department of Education
Price: *8.50
700 Pringle Pkwy, S.E.
MI*
Salem, OR 97310
Price: Free (while supplies last)
Joyce, B., & Weil, M. (1986). Models of
teaching. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice
Hall, Inc.
Grossnickle, D.. & Sesko, F. (1985). PromotThis book reviews the most common
ing effective discipline tn school and classmodels of teaching, including detailed
room: A practitioner's perspective. Reston,
examples and strategies for implementing
VA: NASSP.
each module. Examples of models inThis monograph describes how to develop
cluded are: Inquiry, concept attainment,
a comprehensive discipline program, ininductive thinking, group investigation,
cluding many models that can be easily
etc.
adapted and used.
Griswold, C. (1987). Topic development for
classrooms. K-5: Incorporating
essential learning skills. Salem, OR:
Oregon Department of Education.

Available from:
National Association of Secondary
School Principals
1904 Association Drive
Reston, VA 22091

Available from:
Prentice Hall, Inc.
200 Old Tappan Rd.

Old Tappan, NJ 07675
Price: $40.00

Price: $6.00 (paper)
Sib*

Interact. (1989). A catalogue of elementary
simulations. Lakeside, CA: Interact.
This company provides a large number of
cooperative learning and integrated curriculum materials. It comes highly recommended by multigrade teachers.
Available from:
Post Office Box 997G

Lakeside, CA 92040
Price: Free
Sib*

Kagan, S. (1989). Cooperative learning:
Resources for teachers. Laguna Niguel,
CA: Resources for Teachers.
This book provides a detailed guide for
implementing the structural approach to
cooperative learning. It includes a guide
to resources in cooperative learning and
an overview of cooperative learning research. There is a wealth of concrete
strategies for teachers to use.
Available from:

Resources for Teachers
27134 Paseo Espada #202

San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675
Price: $20.00
MI*
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McKisson, M. (1981). Chrysalis: Nurturing
creative and independent thought in children grades 4-12. Tucson, AZ: Zephyr
Press Learning Materials.
Chrysalis consists of eight units designed
to develop thinking, creativity, appreciation of self and others, self-reliance, and
abilities in independent learn'og and skills
of research.
Available from:

Zephyr Press Learning Materials
430 South Essex Lane
Tucson, AZ 85711

Price: $29.95

Slavin, R. E. (1986). Using student team
learning. Third edition. Baltimore, MD:
Johns Hopkins University.
"This teacher's manual describes a set of
practical instructional techniques that
involve students in cooperative activities
built around the learning of school subjects. These are techniques developed and
researched at Johns Hopkins University,
plus related methods developed elsewhere." (From the introduction by Slavin,
P. 5).

Available from:

The Johns Hopkins Team Learning
Project

Center for Research on Elementary and
Middle Schools
Johns Hopkins University
3505 North Charles Street
Baltimore, MD 21218
Price: $8.95

Oldfield, M. J. (unknown). Tell and draw
stories: More tell and draw &cries: Lots
more tell and draw stories. Minneapolis:
Creative Storytime Press.
This book was recommended by Joel Anderson, a multigrade teacher from Onion
Creek School in northeast Washingon
State. Anderson says this is an excellent
resource for writing activities.
Available from:
Creative Siorytime Press

P. 0. Box 572
Minneapolis, MN 55454
Price: $5.95 (paper)
MI*

Or lick, T. (1978). Cooperative sports and
games book challenge without competition. New York: Pantheon Books.
This book was recommended by Joel Anderson, a multigrade teacher from Onion
Creek School in northeast Washington
State. Anderson says this is an excellent
resource for cooperative sports and other
activities.
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TOPS Learning Systems. (1989). TOPS
Learning Systems Catalogue of Science
Materials. Canby, OR TOPS Learning
Systems.
TOPS Learning Systems produces science

units. The materials use a worksheet
format that is self-instructional and may
be self-paced. All materials required to
conduct the activities are inexpensive
and/or commonly available. For example,
the unit on electricity uses tinfoil instead
of wire for conducting electricity. TOPS
also produces units on magnetics, balancing and other science arms,
Available from:
TOPS Learning Systems
10970 S. Mulino Road

Canby, OR 9701S
Price: From $6.95 to $15.70

Available from:

Pantheon Books
201 E. 50th St.

*MO

New York, NY 10022
F

$10.00
MI*
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Topping, K. (1988). The peer tutoring handbook Cambridge, MA: Brookline Books.

This peer tutoring handbook provides a
detailed set of checklists for setting up
and running a peer-tutoring program.
Research on tutoring has been reviewed
and an extensive set of references included.
Available from:
Brookline Books

Vail, N., & Papenfuss, J. (1982). Daily oral
language. Racine, WI: D. 0. L. Publications.
Daily Oral Language was recommended by
numerous multigrade teachers. It is a
booklet of sentences that need to be edited
and rewritten. The teachers who recommended it said they used them as a daily
"sponge* or warm-up activity before
lessons began.
Available from:

D. 0. L. Publications
1001 Kingston Avenue
Racine, WI 53402
Price: not available

P. 0. Box 1046
Cambridge, MA 02238
Price: $18.95
04141
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APPENDIX A

Survey Respondents
Grade Combination Teacher Experience and Perceptions Survey

Darlene Alderman
Bobby Ashley
Melissa Ashley
Constance Bata Iler
Brenda Moore Boone
Bonnie Bracey
Ronald Brim
Jo Caraway
Peter Clements
Susan Collins
Jackie Combs
Linda Cox
Annette Dashiell
Carolyn Dixon
Ginny Drennan

Judith Duncan
Ben Fischer
Barbara Gusler
William Hamilton
Thomas Henderson
Susan Hirt
Oira Iroler
Jernigain
Sally Jones
Mark Keeler
Twila Lee
Luce lla Lewis

Carol Ann Locke

Christy Martin
Joanna Moore
Shirley Moore
Linda Morris
Sue Ann Morris
Linda Mullen
Patricia Miller
Nancy Noble

Melinda Parsons
Mary Ann Peterman
Cheryl Rodgers
Jessica Ruff
Vanna Ruffner
Nancy Slusher
H. Stapleton
Marg Stephens
Diane Stone
Deborah Straniero

Jerry Stuart
Sheree Swineford
Mary Thacker
Pat Weaver
Debbie Whitehurst
Merle Williams

23 anonymous responses
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Memorandum
TO:

VEA ASSOCIATION REPRESENTATIVES

FROM:

HELEN ROLFE, VEA IPD DIRECTOR AND JANE HANGE, CLASSROOM
INSTRUCTION PROGRAM DIRECTOR, AEL

DATE:

APRIL 6, 1990

SUBJECT:

RECRUITMENT OF GRADE COMBINATION TEACHERS FOR SURVEY
PARTICIPATION

During the lut five years VEA and the Appalachia Educational Laboratory have collaboratively
sponsored and facilitated the work of several study rroups of VEA members.

The 1990 VEA-AEL study group of five members are grade combination teacher% teachers who teach
classes of students at two grade levels such as a grade 2-3 split. The study group members, aided by VEA and
AEL staff, are investigating the advantages and disadvantages of such assignments and wish to draw on the
experiences of teachers throughout Virginia. We need your help in locating grade combination teachers who
should rraive a copy of the study group-developed 'Grade Combination Teacher Experience and Perceptions
Survey. While the group's initial investigation will focus on elementary teachers' experience, we are interested in
eventually gathering information from teachers with grade combination assignments from all levels.
Please complete the following form with contact information for all grade combination teachers in your
school and _mail itto VEA or telephone Fave Orrtll or Helen Rolfe at VEA (800) 552-9554 with this information
as soon as Possible. Please add names on back of the form or copy and send additional forms, if necessary. Each
participating school will receive a copy of the group's final product. Teacher survey respondents will be
acknowledged in the publication. All data will be used anonymously and will be aggregated. The final
publication of suggestions for effective practices for grade combination teachers and recc.mmendations for policy
makers at the division and state levels will be printed and distributed by VEA (in Virginia) and AEL. Thanks
'nation t h
' gra e
will l Vir
ur I n with r.
f
v
m

VEA-AEL GRADE COMBINATION TEACHER LOCATER FORM

Teacher Name

School Phone Number

School Address

School Name

Teaching Assignment

Address-if other than above

Add-others on bacit of sheet.

PLEASE RETURN COMPLETED FORM TO FAYE ORRELL OR HELEN ROLFE AT
VEA, 116 S. Third St., Richmond, Virginia 23219 AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.
Appalachia Educational Laboratory

1031 Ouarrier Street

Telephone 800/624.9120 (outside West Virginia)

Post Office Boa 1348

800/3446646 (in West Virginia)
ams.am I Arai. Asi

Charleston, West Virginia 25325

347.0400 tin Charleston areal 4 7

walk, eh ffirsiturfist
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INIONVIII

Grade Combination Teacher Experience and Perceptions Survey]
A study group of grade combination teachers cosponsored by the Virginia Education Association
(VEA) and Appalachia Educational Laboratory (AEL) are investigating the advantages and
disadvantages of grade combination classes. Your name was provided to the group by the VEA
building representative in your school. Study group members are surveying all grade combination teachers in Virginia elementary schools and will use respondent anonymity with aggregated
responses only in analyzing and reporting their findings.
The final product, a publication with technique suggestions for grade combination teachers and
policy recommendations for division and state policy makers, will be available in early fall 1990
from VEA and AEL. Each school in which a teacher(s) provided survey responses will receive a
copy of the publication. If you have questions regarding the study or the survey, please contact
Helen Rolfe, VEA (800-552-9554) or Jane Hange or Becky Burns, AEL (800-624-9120). We
appreciate your help as will the educators who read of your experience with grade combination
classes.
Please respond to each item below regarding your experience with and perceptions of grade
combination classes. Attach additional response sheets if needed.
Name (optional)
School Division
1.

Are you currently teaching a grade combination class?

O yes

0 no

If you answered no, please do not return the survey. Thank you.
2.

If you answered yes to question #1, what grades are combined in your class?

3.

What is the approximate student enrollment of your school?

4.

Have you taught grade combination classes in the past?

O yes

0 no

If you answered yes, please check your years of grade combination teaching experience
below.

O 1-3 years

0 4-6 years

0 7-9 years

0 10 or more years

How many total years of teaching experience do you have?

O 1-5 years
5.

0 11-15 years

0 16 or more years

Have you requested grade combination class teaching assignments or were you assigned
a combined class?

O requested
6.

0 6-10 years

0 assigned

0 both (at different times)

Have you taught combination classes in consecutive years?

O yes

0 no
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7.

How many students are enrolled in your combination class?
Please complete the following enrollment data about your combination class. Fill in the
blanks with numbers of students.
lower grade students
boys
_physically handicapped
hearing impaired
severely language impaired
EMR
learning disabled (resource
room)
Chapter I served or qualified

upper grade students
girls
blind
autistic
limited English proficiency
ED

learning disabled (self-contained
classroom)

8.

What percentage of your students are served by "pull-our programs?

9.

Was your 1989-90 class a grade combination class from the first day of school?

O yes 0 no
If no, in what month did it become a grade combination class?
10.

For which of the following subjects do you have two or more preparations? Check any that
apply.
0 science
0 math

0
0
0
0
11.

reading

spelling
health

family.life

0
0
0
0

handwriting
social studies
English mechanics
English composition, developmental writing

For which of the following subjects do you also prepare lessons? Check any that apply.

O art
O foreign language
O other, please specify
12.

0 music

0 physical education
0 gifted and talented/enrichment

Who helps you teach? Check any person listed who assists your instruction in some way.
O full-time instructional aide
O half-time instructional aide
number of days/week
number of hours/day
number
o parent volunteer(s)

o student teacher
O team leacher(s)
O librarian

number

0 principal
O content specialist who teaches class
O instructional supervisor or curriculum specialist

O other, please specify
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13.

What resources do you use frequently in instruction? Check any that apply.

O personal computers
O audiovisual equipment
0 teacher's manual for each subject and grade
0 supplemental instructional materials for each grade

O science kits
O math kits
0 math manipulatives
0 classroom space which allows grouping
O learning centers
14.

Do you take your class on field trips or send students on grade-assigned field trips?
0 send students on grade-assigned field trips
O take own class

0 neither

0 both

15.

Please describe any difficulties you have experienced in teaching curricula of two grade
levels. Attach additional response pages if necessary.

16.

Please describe advantages you perceive to teaching grade combination classes.
Attach additional response pages if necessary.

011

17.

in
Which, if any, of the following instructional methods have you found to be effective
teaching a grade combination class? Check any that apply and please describe any
additional effective strategies you use.
Rank

0 team teaching
0 integrating curriculum
O cooperative learning groups

O peer tutoring 0 cross-age 0 within-grade
0 other, please describe
methods you checked
Please rank above the frequency with which you use instructional
from 1 a most frequently used to 5 a least frequently used.
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18.

Does your school principal assist your work? If so, please describe how. If not, please
suggest ways a principal could assist.

19.

What professional development experiences have helped you in teaching a combination
grade class? Check any that apply.
O inservice education sessions
O educator association conferences
O teacher support group or network

O peer observations

O mentor
O professional reading
O other, please describe
20.

Please suggest any school, division, or state policies which would make teaching grade
combination classes more effective for students and desirable for teachers.

21.

The study group product resulting from this survey will be read by grade combination
teachers and others. Please describe practices or strategies you have found effective for
various teaching situations (eg. getting started, classroom management, grouping, time
management, student socialization within your class and within grade levels, parent relationships, etc.). Attach additional response pages if needed.

Thank you for completing this survey and returning It In the enclosed postage-pald envelope by April 30 to the Virginia Education Association, 116 S. Third St., Richmond, VA
23219. If further Information is necessary, may we contact you by telephone? If so, please
furnish your school phone number and a time when you may be reached for a brief Interview. Thank you!
School phone with area code

Time
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Appendix D
The prevalence of grade combination classes across Virginia was a topic of interest in this
study. The distribution of such classes may be related to the numbers of rural small schools in
various areas of the state. Data analysis from respondents to the VEA-AEL Grade Combination
Teacher Locater Form (See Appendix B) can be used to assess the nature of this relationship.

This map of Virginia, divided into six geographic regions identified by VEA, depicts the
distribution of grade combination classes based on responses to the VEA-AEL Grade Combination
Teacher Locater Form, which was mailed to all 2,088 VEA building representatives across the state.
One hundred sixty-three grade combination teachers were identified by 80 VEA building representatives who returned completed Grade Combination Teacher Locater Forms to VEA. The number
of Grade Combination Teacher Experience and Perception Surveys then mailed to grade combination teachers identified in each area is indicated on the map. While recognizing that some building
representatives whose schools contain grade combination classes may not have returned the
Locater Form, study group members believe the actual distribution of classes across Virginia is
similar to the number of surveys mailed per region. Data confirming the frequency and distribution
of such teaching assignments was not available from the Virginia Department of Education.

Northern (40)
Valley (17)

Central (18)

Southwest (61)

Southslde (12)

The frequency of surveys mailed per region indicates a prevalence of grade combina.lon
classes in the Northern and Southwestern Virginia regions, areas characterimd by neighborhood
schools. While divisions of the Southwestern region are predominantly rural, sites whTre small
schools with one or fewer classes per grade are common, the Northern region is Virginia's most
populous. The differing characteristics of these two regions makes further study essential before
a clear relationship between grade combination teaching and ruralness in Virginia school divisions
can be described.
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Appalachia Educational Laboratory

Study Group Product Assessment Form
A. Background
1. Name of Product:
2.

Real Problems

Teaching Combined Grade Classes:
and Promising Practices

Name:

3, School/District:
4. Type ofJob You Hold:
5.

State:

B. Rating
This instrument asks you to evaluate this particular product on a series of product quality scales.
Please mark your responses with an"X" (corresponding to your answer) at any point along the scale
=rovided. If you cannot reply to any scale, please check the "Cannot Reply" option for that item.

1. How easy was it tbr your to get this material?

_Cannot Reply
Very Easy

Difficult
/.

0

5

10

20

15

30

25

40

35

50

45

2. How clear!y presented was the information in this material?
Cannot Reply
Unclear

Very Clear

I

L

0

5

10

25

20

15

30

35

40

45

50

3. How credible was the information in this material?

_Cannot Reply

Very Believable

Unbelievable
L

0

5

10

15

I
20

L

25

30

35

40

50

45

4. How useful was the information in this material?

_Cannot Reply

Very Useful

Not Useful

L

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

5. Which sections of the report have you found helpful? Please explain briefly how these sections
helped you.

Please turn to back

6. What changes would make the report more valuable?

7.

How did you learn of the availability of this report?

8.

Have you shared your copy with other educators? If so, how many?

Thank you for completing this evaluation/contribution form.
Please fold, staple, stamp, and mail to AEL.
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